The first thing that springs to mind nowadays when planning a new shower is a flush with the floor shower base: modern, practical and barrier-free. LUX ELEMENTS have been producing tileable flush with the floor showers for over 20 years and are thus specialists for technically mature products.

The matching stainless steel design grates turn any shower base into a real gem. They are brilliant highlights that reflect individual style. Our models are presented in this brochure.
Every day begins in the bathroom. Add warm sunshine and your mood couldn’t be better. Bring your sunshine into the shower with shining stainless steel! With the ‘LUMEN’ design grate it shines every day – just for you and your loved ones.
You like things to be tidy and structured? Then the ‘CUBE’ design grate with its geometrical forms is just right for you and your shower. This accessory gives your bathroom an elegant appearance and a touch of big city flair.
Soft undulations remind you of a calm sea. The stainless steel surface shines like water in the sun. The ‘MARE’ design grate conjures up visions of your last holiday. Or your next one…?!
LUX ELEMENTS®-TUB  
stainless steel design grates

Particularly noble

design grate  
‘ANGOLO’

Geometric forms, right angles. A symbol of straightforwardness, like the product philosophy of LUX ELEMENTS. The ‘ANGOLO’ design grate with its refined design is more than that: it is form in perfection, noble and a very special highlight for any shower base.
Almost invisible. The ‘VARI’ design grate adapts itself to its environment like a chameleon. Whether strong natural ceramics or fine mosaic: the cover of the grate looks just like the shower base. For everyone who loves the discrete.

Creative variety
Advantages of flush with the floor showers

- Easily accessible for young and old, with no tripping edges.
- Flush with the floor showers are contemporary and durable. They enable limitless showering pleasure over many years.
- LUX ELEMENTS®-TUB flush with the floor shower bases are pre-sealed and available in countless forms and formats – for your showering experience, too.
- They enable a homogenous floor covering and integrate the shower area into the room. This makes the bathroom appear to be larger.
- One advantage that should not be underestimated is the easy cleaning and care.
- The LUX ELEMENTS shower bases ≥ 120 x 120 cm and ≥ 150 x 150 cm are certified barrier-free according to the appropriate standards.
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